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Captain Hyperscaler and Futurism 

Technologies Announce Partnership 

Captain Hyperscaler LLC and Futurism Technologies are bringing security 

awareness and managed security services together for organizatoins. 

DETROIT – Captain Hyperscaler and Futurism Technologies have agreed upon a partnership that 

provides customers with combined risk and user awareness training services and managed security 

operations services. 

“Captain Hyperscaler, LLC saw an opportunity with Futurism Technologies to bring a deeper 

level of risk and user awareness, and support business that need managed security services,” CEO 

Dwayne Natwick said. “We’re excited to launch our new services under Captain Cyberscaler to continue 

the Skill Up Like a Super Hero™ mission included with a fully managed SOC for customers.” 

Futurism is constantly innovating to address the various cybersecurity pain points and challenges 

faced by security and IT teams in detecting, analyzing and responding to coming-of-age threats through 

its Managed Security Services, delivered via world-class C-SOC, equipped with certified SOC engineers 

and analysts 24/7. In combination with Captain Hyperscaler’s 30+ years in IT and 10+ years of technical 

training and education experience, your organization has a solid support structure for building proactive 

security operations and educating stakeholders to reduce risk and improve security posture for hybrid 

cloud environments.   

“No matter how large or how small, businesses today are at risk from cyber attacks.  Most 

companies don’t have the staff or skills to cover their network and cybersecurity needs on a 24x7x365 

basis,” said Leo Cole, Cyber Security Executive at Futurism Technologies.  “Being able to combine 

security awareness and training from Captain Hyperscaler with Network and Security managed services 

from Futurism gives customers a full package of protection and compliance that they can afford.” 

For more information on Captain Hyperscaler and Futurism Technologies visit 

www.captainhyperscaler.com and https://www.futurismtechnologies.com/. For information on Captain 
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Cyberscaler’s combined risk awareness training and managed security operations powered by Futurism 

Technologies, visit https://captaincyberscaler.com.  
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